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What do
we do?





We educate

We want to present schoolwork 

to students in a clear, organised 

and fun form, tailored to 

everyone.We modernise

We no longer just publish printed 

textbooks but also make use of 

today’s technologies and 

implement them in education.

We started with printed textbooks 

and workbooks, and examples on 

the web. We added collections 

and the first version of online 

learning. Our goal is to build the 

best educational online platform.

We create



Who are we?



Elevator pitch
W H O  W E  A R E

You must have experienced the feeling at school when you just 

don‘t get what you’re studying. When you’re confused,  bored, 

and don't even know why you have to learn this. We know the

feeling. That's why we came up with our own online solution, 

which describes the school material step by step, in easy-to-

understand language written by students themselves.. Our 

application adapts to your needs, using enjoyable content that 

will not only give you the education you need, but will make you 

think outside of the box.. www.forclassmates.io



Company management

Lukáš Král
CEO | Co-owner

Marek Liška
CVO | Founder |  Co-owner

Radek Lekeš
CRO | Co-owner



Story and results
T E A M

In October 2015, I learned about the Maths for Classmates project. I came

for an interview and a presentation of the project, where I met Marek. I

started collaborating on examples on the web and other modifications of

the “Equations and Inequations” textbook on a casual basis.

In the summer of 2016, Marek offered me the opportunity to co-author

textbooks and workbooks. In December, Marek and I started talking about

online learning, and in the spring of 2017 we created the first designs and a

description of an educational application. In the meantime, at the end of

2018, we managed to complete a comprehensive series of Maths for

Classmates textbooks and workbooks for secondary schools.

I took over the development of ForClassmates online learning and

subsequently became the Director of Development of the entire company.

In October 2020, we released the MVP version of the ForClassmates online

learning, and now I have a clear vision of how I want to run the company

as the CEO.

Lukáš Král
CEO |  Co-owner



Story and results
T E A M

In 2012, thanks to the tutoring of my classmates, I came up with the

idea of writing a procedure for solving maths problems in a clearer

way. This idea gradually developed into a startup, which allowed me

to publish in 2015 the first official textbook of mathematics written by

students.

Since then, I have run the company as the CEO, at the same time

being the author of a complete line of maths textbooks and

workbooks and guiding the company’s vision.

Now, I will focus on developing the company’s vision as a Chief

Visionary Officer, ensuring compliance with the vision across all our

products and establishing cooperation with foreign partners. I want

to extend our method not only to other subjects but also to more

countries, so that it can help other students who have troubles with

mathematics, among other subjects, as my classmates and I used

to have.

Marek Liška
CVO |  Founder |  Co-owner



Story and results
T E A M

In March 2016, I received an offer to become a sales representative

and creator of distribution for the Czech Republic within the Maths

for Classmates project. At the beginning, I had to design a complete

solution to address schools and process orders.

During the 3 years of my work in the project, as a sales

representative and later a sales director, I was able to build a

network of 134 secondary schools (10% of the market) and negotiate

partners in the field of book distribution. In September 2018, I worked

my way up to the position of executive director and was in charge of

the expansion into Slovakia.

I want to use my skills in the field of negotiation and communication

in the position of Chief Relationship Officer. I will arrange strategic

partners and look for opportunities for the whole project not only in

the Czech Republic but also abroad. I still want to be available as a

consultant for the CEO and Sales Director.

Radek Lekeš
CRO |  Co-owner



Team experience
At the beginning of 2019, an amendment to the Trademark Act came into force, which required 

each trademark owner to guard their own trademark. It occurred to us that this verification 

could take place automatically in a web application, so MoniMark s.r.o. was established.

Due to our internal needs and demand from clients, we decided that we will use all our 

experience from development and start building a digital agency Royal Fox s.r.o.

In 2018, we got together a team of people with many years of experience in the field of subsidy 

programs and related administration, so we founded the company Dotace bez starostí s.r.o.

www.monimark.eu www.royal-fox.cz www.dotacebezstarosti.cz



How and why 
did it all come 

about?



Math for classmates
H I S T O R Y

In 2017, we created our first video translated into English 

describing our vision. You can compare what we planned 

to what we have created since then.

youtu.be/leQb2Src17U



Filmed story
H I S T O R Y

In 2018 , we made a short video describing the important 

moments that led to the creation of the ForClassmates 

project. 

youtu.be/cHlyJVtHRrE



What makes our textbooks unique?
P R I N T E D  P R O D U C T S

The textbooks are written by students 

themselves.

Written in the students’ own language 

so that everyone can really understand 

them.

All examples are solved step by step.

Colourful easy-to-follow design 

compared to existing textbooks.



What makes our online learning unique?
O N L I N E  P R O D U C T S

All content is created by students, who 

know their own generation.

Examples solved step by step, it does not 

happen that a student can’t manage to 

solve a problem.

Tailoring not only content but also 

applications.

Interactivity is the best tool to understand a 

subject (interactive graphs or videos).



Why a silent 
partner?



Simple project
financing

W H Y  A  S I L E N T  P A R T N E R ?

We really liked the unique possibility of financing through 

a silent partner as no one will be busy with any 

administration or lengthy process. An investor can buy a 

share of the profits through our investor platform from 

anywhere.



Perfect timing for 
online education

W H Y  A  S I L E N T  P A R T N E R ?

There has never been a better time to invest in online 

education than now in the coronavirus era, when most 

students have to be locked up at home and learn remotely. 

Due to coronavirus, student performance is deteriorating, 

and their knowledge level is falling. Students have not been 

at school for more than a year in most countries. 

We have the potential to expand abroad with our learning 

and to conquer the world as we endeavour to pass subject 

matter on in a comprehensible student-based language.



More details
S I L E N T  P A R T N E R

You will learn more details about the silent partnership, 

financial plan and company structure in the second half of 

this presentation.



Vision



Everything is being 
modernised, why 
not education?
The world is changing every day. The only thing left 

behind in most places is education. Education is the basis 

of everything, but at the same time its quality is far 

behind. We want to change that. Everyone spends a lot of 

time at school, so don’t let that time be wasted.



Fun, meaningfulness 
and individuality

Marek Liška
CEO |  Co-owner

V I S I O N

We want education to be taken as something valued in 

our society. So that one remembers school fondly, likes to 

encourage his/her children to be educated themselves 

and to make pupils and students happy to go to school 

and know that the time spent there is a very good 

investment in their own future. Our vision is based on 

three basic pillars – fun, meaningfulness and 

individuality. If we achieve an individual approach to 

education that makes sense and entertains the student, 

then we will be on the path to truly changing the world.
Lukáš Král

CVO |  Founder |  Co-owner



Vision 2021 – 2030



Tailor-made
V I S I O N

Our vision is tailor-made to each user. The content can be set 

automatically according to gender, age (slang and number 

of technical words) or location (e.g. in the Czech Republic a 

student will have the task of travelling between Prague and 

Brno, but in Slovakia between Bratislava and Košice). The level

of complexity of tasks and the types of content are also 

adapted. (Some pupils learn better from videos and sound, 

others from text and practising, and still others from graphs 

and illustrations.) Each one prefers a different method.

To do all this, we will use modern Machine Learning and 

Artificial Intelligence technologies.



Own schools
V I S I O N

One day we would like to have our own school where all 

students will use our methods and materials. This will give 

us a space where we can really test and improve online 

learning in schools. We will get results and evaluate the 

company’s brand.

We will teach things needed in real life, such as critical 

thinking or financial literacy.



System for schools
V I S I O N

We plan to create a fully fledged system for schools to 

have everything in one place. A single application will be 

enough for the school for teaching and administration.

We will give schools lessons, attendance, schedule, 

grading, contracts, statistical data, test results, 

comparing among classes and other schools.



Community of 
teachers and their 
training

V I S I O N

Creating a community of teachers who help each other 

and share experiences, materials and teaching methods. 

They will be able to participate in editing the content in 

the system with their notes.

We will organise training sessions for teachers and show 

them how to teach with our application. We will connect 

them and together we will be able to change education.



Teacher as a mentor
V I S I O N

Our goal is not to replace teachers but to give them a tool 

to become a mentor and guide for students. They will 

spend less time with administration, test corrections, 

grading and, conversely, more time will be devoted to 

individual students.



Portal for parents
V I S I O N

Parents lack an overview of their child’s learning and 

easy communication between them and the school. We 

will make providing a letter of excuse more efficient for 

them. They will have a tool for helping their child learn and 

an overview of grades. They will see what their treasured 

child is good at, what he/she could study in the future 

and areas that need work.



Special content
V I S I O N

In our opinion, today’s education lacks teaching of other 

subjects, such as financialliteracy, first aid or the 

development of critical thinking. Students miss out on 

lessons in things they will need in real life.



Translation into other 
world languages

V I S I O N

In addition to translations into Czech, English and Spanish, 

we want to translate our education into other world 

languages, such as Portuguese, French, German or Polish.



Identifying strengths
and weaknesses

V I S I O N

In the future, the system should say what a student’s 

strengths and weaknesses are, what he/she should work 

on and what he/she can further improve. It will help 

students to get to know themselves and study further.



Available education 
for everyone

V I S I O N

Our strategy is to help as many students as possible with 

their education, which is why we want to offer our 

application with its main functions to everyone for free, 

but we are not neglecting the premium version with extra 

functions.



Problems and 
solutions



Teachers used to be 
straight-A-students

Usually, a teacher or even a professor (academic at a university) is 

a person who has not had problems with the subject at school. He 

or she was good at it without much effort, so he or she decided to 

continue his/her studies at university and make a living from it 

throughout all his/her life. But then it is difficult for him/her to 

understand a person who does not enjoy the subject, has no talent 

for it, does not want to pay attention to it in the future and takes it as 

one of the ten subjects that must be learned at school.

Problem No. 1



The content is written by students who enjoy the subject but are not 

at the top of the class. We are looking for people who can learn and 

understand particular subject matter but at the same time had to 

devote some time and energy to it, which means put some effort 

into it.

Solution No. 1

Teachers used to be 
straight-A-students



In today’s hectic life, students do not want to spend their free time 

learning and doing tedious tasks. The teachers’ situation is the 

same. Instead of spending time with family or friends, they have to 

correct and evaluate tests, check homework, prepare for the next 

day or deal with unnecessary administration.

Lack of time

Problem No. 2



The online system that is tailored to each student will help a teacher 

pinpoint a student’s weaknesses, while the system will gradually 

work to overcome the weaknesses and consolidate where he or she 

is doing well. A teacher thus has more time to devote to the 

problematic topic. The vision is that a teacher will not be a teacher, 

but a guide. The main teaching component will be our online 

system. Test generation and auto-correction, including automatic 

homework correction, save the teacher time.

Lack of time

Solution No. 2



The subject is often explained very technically in the teaching 

materials or in the teacher's presentation because it is explained by 

people at least 15 years after the time when they studied the subject 

themselves. At the same time, the teaching profession is one of the 

oldest professions in terms of average age, which is about 47 years. 

This means that the age difference from a 15-year-old ninth grader 

is 32, which is almost two generations.

The old generation teaches 
the young one

Problem No. 3



It is written by students, i.e. peers who have relatively recently learnt 

the subject matter they are explaining. They are the same age 

group and are much closer, so they can include current topics, 

jokes, technology, etc. in the teaching.

Solution No. 3

The old generation teaches 
the young one



Our society has reached a stage where it does not appreciate the 

opportunity to go to school. Most students go to school because of their 

parents, because of their social status and because of the so-called 

paper (school-leaving exam or academic degree). The motivation to 

study is decreasing, not only because of the outdated curriculum, 

where people have to learn a lot of information that is nowadays easy 

to find anywhere, but also because people have an impaired capacity 

to concentrate due to the amount of information, news, advertising and 

everything. Each of us has several thousand stimuli every day that vie 

for our attention, and we are used to doing more than one thing at a 

time, so focusing on one thing, such as studying particular subject 

matter, is almost impossible.

Low motivation and 
concentration

Problem No. 4



We are going to motivate users primarily through gamification. 

What can you imagine under that? A playful form of learning, where 

a student will no longer simply listen to what a teacher is saying or 

read what is written in the textbook glassy-eyed, but will be fully 

involved in learning through games or competitions. At the same 

time, he/she will gain experience, advance to the next levels and 

collect rewards. The learning will incorporate certain elements such 

as an interactive video that will not just let him/her watch, but 

during the course it will pause and the student will have to answer 

questions from the video.

Solution No. 4

Low motivation and 
concentration



Organisations are nor the only ones lacking data on education. 

Above all, it is students themselves who do not really know if they 

are good at a given topic or type of task or need to work on it. A user 

is not aware of how much time he/she spends learning, which 

subjects, topics or types of tasks he/she does well or not. The state 

does not have exact data on whether students will manage the 

state school leaving exam or how it needs to be set. We do not know 

if more students are good at maths or chemistry and which schools 

have poor results in the subjects. Furthermore, there is a great deal 

of even more important data that is lacking.

Missing data

Problem No. 5



We will have an application that will collect this data. It will gather it

anonymously and will adapt the subject matter to students

according to their knowledge. They will finally know how well they

are doing, and the system will immediately guide them to a specific

subject matter that they should go through and practice again.

They will be able to look at the statistics page where they will see an 

overview of their learning. Likewise, data will be available for 

teachers and principals to see what a class or school is doing well 

and what needs to be worked on.

Solution No. 5

Missing data



In current textbooks and online educational courses, it often 

happens that students miss part of a explanation, do not 

understand where they made a mistake and have difficulties 

finding the right course of action. There are a lot of video-only 

courses, or you will only find examples with results, but that's not 

enough.

Incomprehensibility of 
presentation

Problem No. 6



The content is written by students who have experience with 

learning setbacks. We supplement theory with visual elements, such 

as illustrations or pictures, and we also use interactive videos where 

a user learns with immediate feedback whether he/she has really 

understood certain subject matter. We explain each task step by 

step. We try to change the types of tasks so that a student does not 

get used to just choosing from options “a), b), c)”.

Solution No. 6

Incomprehensibility of 
presentation



Finished 
products



Social impact 
award 2015

C O M P A R E  Y O U R S E L V E S

Watch a video from the Social Impact Award 2015. 

Compare for yourself what our textbook looked like before 

and what our plans were with how we have moved in that 

time and what we have created. You will see the finished 

products on the following pages.

youtu.be/t0f6iUirpvw



Printed books

C H E M I S T R Y E X P E R I M E N T S R E C A P S

M A T H E M A T I C S

F I N I S H E D  P R O D U C T S







Textbook
of maths
and its 
structure



Textbook
Textbook title ISBN

Maths for Classmates: Basic knowledge (textbook) 978-80-88255-44-4

Maths for Classmates: Equations and inequations (textbook) 978-80-88255-46-8

Maths for Classmates: Planimetry (textbook) 978-80-88255-52-9

Maths for Classmates: Functions (textbook) 978-80-88255-50-5

Maths for Classmates: Goniometry (textbook) 978-80-88255-48-2

Maths for Classmates: Stereometry (textbook) 978-80-88255-28-4

Maths for Classmates: Analytical geometry (textbook) 978-80-88255-54-3

Maths for Classmates: Sequences and series (textbook) 978-80-88255-30-7

Maths for Classmates: Differential and integral calculus (textbook) 978-80-88255-32-1

Maths for Classmates: Combinatorics, Probability and Statistics (textbook) 978-80-88255-39-0

Maths for Classmates: Complex numbers (textbook) 978-80-88255-37-6

154
topics

1,662
pages

2,734
examples



Textbook title ISBN

Maths for Classmates: Basic knowledge (textbook) 978-80-89960-00-2

Maths for Classmates: Equations and inequations 

(textbook)
978-80-89960-02-6

Maths for Classmates: Planimetry (textbook) 978-80-89960-04-0

Maths for Classmates: Functions (textbook) 978-80-89960-06-4

Maths for Classmates: Goniometry (textbook) 978-80-89960-08-8

Maths for Classmates: Stereometry (textbook) 978-80-89960-11-8

Maths for Classmates: Analytical geometry (textbook) 978-80-89960-13-2

Maths for Classmates: Sequences and series (textbook) 978-80-89960-15-6

Textbook

122
topics

1,342
pages

2,272
examples



What's the use of it 
for me?

At the beginning of each subchapter there is

an introduction that answers the most

common question of a student: “What use will

this have for me one day?” It also describes

how the subject matter will be related to other

subject matter at school and what will be

learned in the given part of the textbook.

I N T R O D U C T I O N



Visually and 
approachably

A textbook without theory would not be a

textbook, so the necessary theory can be

found in our books as well. But it is written in an

approachable manner so that everyone can

really understand it. We supplement the

professional theory with as many illustrative

diagrams and tables as possible.

T H E O R Y



Step by step

Each example is solved in detail in the textbook

with a clear commentary on each step. So if a

student does not know why a step is performed,

he/she will look at the grey field where there is an

explanation of what is happening there and why.

If he/she understands everything, he/she is

guided by a yellow line that shows only the

mathematical steps.

S A M P L E  E X A M P L E S



Almost every subject matter finds application

in practice, and we try to show this with the

help of various examples. If certain subject

matter has no relevance in everyday life, it can

be used for another subject matter that is

already used in practice or to simply “merely”

train the logical thinking that is used every day.

Where do I see that?
R E A L - L I F E  E X A M P L E S



How to imagine it?

We supplement professional theory with as

many explanatory illustrations as possible,

which can explain a given situation much

better than words. We emphasise simplicity,

modernity and, of course, fidelity to our brand

concept.

E X P L A N A T O R Y  
I L L U S T R A T I O N S



What to take away 
from it?

Each subchapter at the end contains a brief

summary of the whole subject matter. This

summary is especially useful when preparing

for a certain type of exam at school or as

a check whether a student has passed the

complete subject matter in the subchapter.

S U M M A R Y



Practice makes perfect

In addition to a correct understanding of a

theory, mathematics is also about practice,

and therefore there are enough examples to

practice at the end of each subchapter. Each

example has a special QR code that redirects

a user to our website where he/she will find the

example solved in detail, including a human

explanation.

P R A C T I S I N G



Why it didn’t work out?

Tasks are followed by their correct results. If a

student’s result is not correct, he/she can use

a QR code or find a way to get to the result

through our website. It cannot happen that

someone does not know how to solve an

example correctly in our textbooks.

R E S U L T S



Textbook
of chemistry
and its 
structure



Textbook title ISBN

Chemistry for Classmates: General Chemistry I. (textbook) 978-80-88255-16-1

Chemistry for Classmates: General Chemistry II. (textbook) 978-80-88255-34-5

Chemistry for Classmates: Inorganic Chemistry (textbook) 978-80-88255-42-0

Textbook

75
topics

532
pages

1,150
examples



At the beginning of each subchapter there is

an introduction that answers the most

common question of a student: “What use will

this have for me one day?” It also describes

how the subject matter will be related to other

subject matter at school and what will be

learned in the given part of the textbook.

What‘s the use of it 
for me?

I N T R O D U C T I O N



A textbook without theory would not be a

textbook, so the necessary theory can be

found in our books as well. But it is written in an

approachable manner so that everyone can

really understand it. We supplement the

professional theory with as many illustrative

diagrams and tables as possible.

Visually and 
approachably

T H E O R Y



In our chemistry textbooks, we have not

forgotten one very important element, which is

doing experiments. We refer to specific

experiments directly from the textbook to our

website and, of course, also to the workbook,

where a so-called report is found.

How about an 
experiment?

E X P E R I M E N T S



Each example is solved in detail in the textbook

with a clear commentary on each step. So if a

student does not know why a step is

performed, he/she will look at the grey field

where there is an explanation of what is

happening there and why. If he/she

understands everything, he/she is guided by a

yellow line that shows only the chemical steps.

Step by step
S A M P L E  E X A M P L E S



Where do I see that?
R E A L - L I F E  E X A M P L E S

Almost every subject matter finds application

in practice, and we try to show this with the

help of various examples. If certain subject

matter has no relevance in everyday life, it can

be used for another subject matter that is

already used in practice or to simply “merely”

train the logical thinking that is used every day.



E X P L A N A T O R Y  
I L L U S T R A T I O N S

We supplement professional theory with as

many explanatory illustrations as possible,

which can explain a given situation much

better than words. We emphasise simplicity,

modernity and, of course, fidelity to our brand

concept.

How to imagine it?



Each subchapter at the end contains a brief

summary of the whole subject matter. This

summary is especially useful when preparing

for a certain type of exam at school or as

a check whether a student has passed the

complete subject matter in the subchapter.

What to take away 
from it?

S U M M A R Y



In addition to the correct understanding of a

theory, chemistry is also about practice, so

there are enough examples to practice at the

end of each subchapter. Each example has a

special QR code that redirects a user to our

website where he/she will find the example

solved in detail, including a human

explanation.

Practice makes perfect
P R A C T I S I N G



Tasks are followed by their correct results. If a

student’s result is not correct, he/she can use

a QR code or find a way to get to the result

through our website. It cannot happen that

someone does not know how to solve an

example correctly in our textbooks.

Why it didn’t work out?
R E S U L T S



Workbook
of maths
and its 
structure



Workbook title ISBN

Maths for Classmates: Basic knowledge (workbook) 978-80-88255-19-2

Maths for Classmates: Equations and inequations (workbook) 978-80-88255-21-5

Maths for Classmates: Planimetry (workbook) 978-80-88255-23-9

Maths for Classmates: Functions (workbook) 978-80-88255-25-3

Maths for Classmates: Goniometry (workbook) 978-80-88255-27-7

Maths for Classmates: Stereometry (workbook) 978-80-88255-29-1

Maths for Classmates: Analytical geometry (workbook) 978-80-88255-55-0

Maths for Classmates: Sequences and series (workbook) 978-80-88255-31-4

Maths for Classmates: Differential and integral calculus (workbook) 978-80-88255-33-8

Maths for Classmates: Complex numbers (workbook) 978-80-88255-38-3

Maths for Classmates: Combinatorics, Probability and Statistics (workbook) 978-80-88255-40-6

Workbook

154
topics

1,011
pages

2,605
examples



Textbook title ISBN

Maths for Classmates: Basic knowledge (workbook) 978-80-89960-01-9

Maths for Classmates: Equations and inequations (workbook) 978-80-89960-03-3

Maths for Classmates: Planimetry (workbook) 978-80-89960-05-7

Maths for Classmates: Functions (workbook) 978-80-89960-07-1

Maths for Classmates: Goniometry (workbook) 978-80-89960-09-5

Maths for Classmates: Stereometry (workbook) 978-80-89960-12-5

Maths for Classmates: Analytical geometry (workbook) 978-80-89960-14-9

Maths for Classmates: Sequences and series (textbook) 978-80-89960-16-3

Workbook

122
topics

812
pages

2,089
examples



At the beginning of each subchapter, there are

notes that contain the most important things

that will be needed for a student to be able to

solve examples found in the subchapter. It is a

kind of summary of the subject matter from

the textbook.

What to remember?
N O T E S



The workbook is mainly about examples and

practicing. Each example is evaluated by its

difficulty and, if necessary, a link to a specific

page in the textbook can be used, where there

is a similar example with a detailed procedure.

Count and count
E X A M P L E S



For some examples, where mistakes are often

made, we have gradually added hints that can

help students not to make a mistake in the

solution process right at the beginning.

Sometimes a problem requires knowledge of

subject matter from previous grades, so a hint

is designed to remind a student of important

information.

Good advice is better 
than gold

H I N T S



Each subchapter, which is also a part of the

state school leaving exam, contains model

problems from this final exam. It is important to

prepare for these problems continuously from

the first grade, and therefore these problems

appear in all our workbooks.

Continuous preparation

P R E P A R A T I O N  F O R  T H E  
S C H O O L  L E A V I N G  E X A M



Correct results of all problems are at the end of

each subchapter. If a student did not work

anything out correctly, he/she will find a link to

the textbook in the instructions of each

problem, where there is an explanation of a

similar type of problem, in which he/she can

understand how to work out the problem

correctly.

What’s the result?
R E S U L T S



Workbook
of chemistry
and its 
structure



Workbook title ISBN

Chemistry for Classmates: General Chemistry I. (workbook) 978-80-88255-17-8

Chemistry for Classmates: General Chemistry II. (workbook) 978-80-88255-35-2

Chemistry for Classmates: Inorganic chemistry (workbook) 978-80-88255-43-7

Workbook

75
topics

392
pages

1,533
examples



At the beginning of each subchapter, there are

notes that contain the most important things

that will be needed for a student to be able to

solve examples found in the subchapter. It is a

kind of summary of the subject matter from

the textbook.

What to remember?
N O T E S



The workbook is mainly about examples and

practicing. Each example is evaluated by its

difficulty and, if necessary, a link to a specific

page in the textbook can be used, where there

is a similar example with a detailed procedure.

Count and count
E X A M P L E S



For some examples, where mistakes are often

made, we have gradually added hints that can

help students not to make a mistake in the

solution process right at the beginning.

Sometimes a problem requires knowledge of

subject matter from previous grades, so a hint

is designed to remind a student of important

information.

Good advice is better 
than gold

H I N T S



Each subchapter, which is also a part of the

school leaving exam or entrance exam to a

university, contains model problems from this

final exam. It is important to prepare for these

problems continuously from the first grade, and

therefore these problems appear in all our

workbooks.

Continuous preparation

P R E P A R A T I O N  F O R  M A T U R I T A  
E X A M  A N D  T O  U N I V E R S I T Y



Correct results of all problems are at the end of

each subchapter. If a student did not work

anything out correctly, he/she will find a link to

the textbook in the instructions of each

problem, where there is an explanation of a

similar type of problem, in which he/she can

understand how to work out the problem

correctly.

What’s the result?
R E S U L T S



In each textbook there is a link to an experiment in

the workbook. Experiments in the workbook contain

a basic theory of what aids and chemicals or

materials a student will need and finally the

procedure. Furthermore, a record contains

calculations, conclusion, additional questions and a

QR code referring to a video of the experiment,

which is on the project website.

With your own eyes!
E X P E R I M E N T S



Chemistry 
experiments



Experiment name Link

Mayonnaise https://youtu.be/Eixg3nOo41g

Laboratory volcano https://youtu.be/vk-2TXgk_9c

Volumetric analysis https://youtu.be/t8pXqb-3uvc

Silver out of copper https://youtu.be/o4OlihJ3xis

Oxidising properties of chlorine https://youtu.be/L2fQzElDX64

Barking hydrogen https://youtu.be/tM093En01Co

Bengal fire https://youtu.be/kI97qMcyLIg

Aluminothermy https://youtu.be/q7f6YI6PA5s

Test tube hell https://youtu.be/BBVMhUrz848

Test tube reactions https://youtu.be/tY_U-acvr68

Distillation https://youtu.be/Rk1PKg4XnnI

Extraction https://youtu.be/chNvwk32NMI

Filtration and chromatography https://youtu.be/1FxA0XteJzI

Catalytic decomposition of 

hydrogen peroxide
https://youtu.be/65h9axegWYw

Household indicators https://youtu.be/m4LZf6AUgFw

Endothermic reaction https://youtu.be/X7K8SAKML4E

Preparation and dilution of 

solutions
https://youtu.be/Ul-9uhZ6EsU

Soap production https://youtu.be/gzWfPv1cuXE

Chemistry experiments

18
experiments

2,617
seconds of 

videos



Collection 
of tasks
of maths
and its 
structure



Name of the collection of tasks ISBN

Maths for Classmates: Collection of tasks I. 978-80-88255-36-9

Maths for Classmates: Collection of tasks II. 978-80-88255-41-3

Maths for Classmates: Collection of tasks I. 978-80-89960-10-1

Collection of tasks

72
topics

492
pages

3,274
examples



At the beginning of each chapter, there is a list

of types of examples that will be solved on the

following pages. At the same time, the

overview contains a link to a specific page of

the relevant textbook where examples are

solved in detail alongside the necessary

theory.

What can you expect?
O V E R V I E W



The collection is mainly about a large number

of examples to practice. Each example has a

special QR code that redirects a user to our

website where he/she will find the example

solved in detail, including a human

explanation.

Practice makes perfect
E X A M P L E S



Tasks are followed by their correct results. If a

student’s result is not correct, he/she can use

a QR code or find a way to get to the result

through our website. It cannot happen that

someone does not know how to solve an

example correctly in our collections of tasks.

Why it didn’t work out?
R E S U L T S



Recap
of maths



Recap name Format

ForClassmates.cz: Basic knowledge (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Equations and inequations (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Planimetry (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Goniometry (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Functions (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Stereometry (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Analytical geometry (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Sequences and series (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Combinatorics, Probability and Statistics (recap) PDF

ForClassmates.cz: Differential and integral series (recap) PDF

Recap

The recap summarises the subject matter from a given textbook. This is the 

first product connected to our augmented reality (AR) mobile application. It 

is no longer just a piece of paper, but an interactive teaching aid.



Examples 
on the web



Examples on the web
All our examples from textbooks can be found by a 

student on our website with a detailed approachable 

explanation. A user can always get to a specific example 

either by reading a QR code in the textbook or via our 

website, completely free of charge.

E X A M P L E S  F R O M  T E X T B O O K S

3,678
examples

matikaprospoluzaky.cz/priklady



Online learning
F I N I S H E D  P R O D U C T S Y O U R  T E X T

M A T H E M A T I C S C Z E C H  C E N T U R Y C H E M I S T R Y

C Z E C H

4
courses



Preparation for entrance 
exams in mathematics
This is one of our first online courses, which allows 9th 

grade students to prepare for entrance exams and get 

into their dream secondary school. It contains all the 

topics that are part of the exams from CERMAT, which 

organises this type of exam.

O N L I N E  L E A R N I N G

forclassmates.online



forclassmates.online

Preparation for entrance 
exams in Czech
This is one of our first online courses, which allows 9th 

grade students to prepare for entrance exams and get 

into their dream secondary school. It contains all the 

topics that are part of the exams from CERMAT, which 

organises this type of exam.

O N L I N E  L E A R N I N G



forclassmates.online

Czech century
The Czech Century (České století) historical course will 

introduce users to the most important milestones and 

personalities from Czech history. They will gain context 

and become well versed in the history of our nation. This 

course is intended for the general public.

O N L I N E  L E A R N I N G



forclassmates.online

Basics of secondary 
school chemistry
Our first online textbook. The textbook contains the basics 

of all four areas of secondary school chemistry (general, 

inorganic, organic and biochemistry). In this way, this 

textbook is intended for all types of secondary schools.

O N L I N E  L E A R N I N G



Results so far



Business and marketing
We have also summarised important data on business 

and marketing for you, what we have achieved and what 

we have learned so far thanks to our experience in selling 

printed textbooks.

R E S U L T S  S O  F A R



Databases in CRM

6,455
schools

40,000+
calls

5,5
average calls per 

school



Number of visitors on the web

Year Number of visitors

2016 2,656
2017 20,876
2018 28,954
2019 33,462
2020 42,229



Social media

6,212
“Likes”

1,555
“Likes”

1,085
followers

51
followers



Interesting data
from the survey

In 2018, Response Now, s.r.o. created a marketing survey for us in which we learned 

more about the differences in the market between online and offline learning.

Specification
Quantitative research – analysis of the brand and attitudes to the product 
through interviews with defined target groups.

The target group were secondary school students, parents of secondary 
school students, secondary school teachers up to the age of 50 and 
secondary school principals throughout the Czech Republic.

649 respondents took part in the survey, of which: 310 were secondary school 
students, 204 parents of secondary school students, 104 teachers at 
secondary school, and 31 principals.



2) Over 80% of respondents (principals, teachers and 
parents) think that online SW should be fully financed 
or co-financed by school.

92% smartphone

Data
1) Equipment used for preparation for lessons (students)

86% laptop

15% tablet

3) In 91% of classes, at most 5 students in a class do 
not have a smartphone.



4) Almost 75% of teachers have sometimes invested
their own money in preparation for their lessons.
Women do that above the average.

Data

69% Wikipedia

5) Resources used on the Internet to prepare for 
lessons (students):

26% Google

10% YouTube



Media



Articles in media
W R O T E  A B O U T  U S

Since 2013, more than 100 articles describing our 

project have appeared in dozens of media 

outlets. On the following pages, we provide links 

to the most interesting ones, in chronological 

order from the oldest ones.



26 August 2016

“Already as a secondary school 

student, he wrote a textbook of 

mathematics. And now schools 

will start using it for teaching.”
https://archiv.ihned.cz/c1-65415030-uz-jako-stredoskolak-napsal-ucebnici-

matematiky-prodava-se-dobre-a-ted-podle-ni-skoly-zacnou-ucit

3 March 2017

“Successor of Hejný? A student wrote a 

textbook of mathematics”

https://www.novinky.cz/veda-skoly/clanek/nastupce-hejneho-student-napsal-ucebnice-
matematiky-40026342

22 September 2017

We presented our Maths for Classmates 

project in Studio 6 on Czech Television.

https://youtu.be/yAS0J9J0Y2E



13 October 2018

We talked about textbooks in the 

AUPARK shopping center in 

Bratislava with the Slovak 

television station RTVS.
https://park.rtvs.sk/archiv/169175-park

10 March 2019

Talking about our project and the 

Startupper of 2019 competition on 

Czech Television in Studio ČT24.
https://www.facebook.com/prospoluzaky.cz/videos/261229281494286/

12 March 2019

“The non-traditional textbooks of 

mathematics and chemistry are written 

by students. Already 168 secondary 

schools use them for teaching”
https://archiv.ihned.cz/c1-66516400-netradicni-ucebnice-matematiky-a-

chemie-pisi-studenti-uci-podle-nich-uz-168-strednich-skol



21 August 2019

“Author of innovative textbooks Liška: We 

want children to like going to school”

https://www.euro.cz/tv/autor-inovativnich-ucebnic-liska-chceme-aby-deti-
chodily-do-skoly-rady-1463161

19 March 2019

“Liška, startupper of the year: Education 

is based on memorisation, but 

mathematics cannot be memorised”
https://www.euro.cz/byznys/marek-liska-deti-maji-odpor-ke-

skole-nejen-k-matematice-1443912

9 June 2019

“ProSpolužáky.cz textbooks by students 

are already used in more than 180 

schools. An application should also be 

created within a year”
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-domov/prospoluzakycz-skola-uceni-cesko-ucebnice-

matematika-maturita_1906090857_dok



7 December 2020

“Are you struggling to stay afloat in 

maths? The students themselves 

came up with an application for 

younger classmates”
https://pardubice.rozhlas.cz/topis-se-v-matice-sami-studenti-vymysleli-aplikaci-pro-

mladsi-spoluzaky-8378198

8 October 2020

Interview about online education 

and teaching using the student-

language method.
https://youtu.be/4aJekwdZd7A

11 December 2020

“His innovative textbooks are used by 

over 30,000 students. Now Marek Liška

wants to improve online learning”
https://www.czechcrunch.cz/2020/12/jeho-inovativni-ucebnice-pouziva-pres-

30-tisic-studentu-ted-chce-marek-liska-vylepsit-online-vyuku/



Nuly a jedničky
Marek appeared on the Nuly a jedničky (Zeros and 

ones) programme on Czech Television, where they 

talked about mathematics.

https://youtu.be/n7bAFj0WWRE

Our textbooks also appeared in the well-known Czech 

series “Ulice” (Street), where they had their famous 

moment. They were to help one of the students when he 

had problems with mathematics.

Ulice

https://www.facebook.com/523975477639272/videos/713247709092980



Overview of other selected articles
29/ 04/2013 He is writing a textbook. For classmates. 'It's a big bite,' he admits

02/ 02/2015 A maths textbook that students enjoy! How is it possible?

25/ 10/2015 Learn to count on everything!

17/ 12/2015 Maths for Classmates. Students write a textbook

09/ 01/2016 Week in the regions: Maths for Classmates

09/ 02/2016 Fokus Václava Moravce: Society of (non-)education

07/ 04/2016 Maths textbook heading abroad. Maybe even Americans will learn from it

22/ 04/2016 Snídaně s Novou (Breakfast with TV Nova): Maths for Classmates

21/ 06/2017 A student decided to fight the incomprehension of Czech textbooks and 

wrote his own ones from his notes. Dozens of secondary schools use them 

for teaching

11/ 07/2017 “Even teachers themselves are against changes,” say students and the 

authors of new textbooks

28/ 10/2017 They didn’t want to come to the party because of maths, so he wrote a fun 

textbook for them

01/ 11/2017 He wrote Maths for Classmates. A textbook that students enjoy. And thanks 

to it, they no longer write crib sheets

01/ 02/2018 Gejzír: Maths for Classmates

19/ 02/2018 Students have published a chemistry textbook. They wrote it as secondary 

school students speak

22/ 02/2018 Events in the Regions: Chemistry for Classmates

28/ 02/2018 Students who are behind their own teaching texts for their classmates, 

publish a new chemistry textbook

04/ 03/2018 Junior radio: Maths for Classmates

25/ 03/2018 Another inspirational MashUp evening is behind us!

16/ 09/2018 More than 120 schools are using Maths for Classmates for teaching, now it wants to 

conquer Slovakia

20/ 09/2018 TA3: PreSpolužiakov.sk

01/ 03/2019 The winner of the Startupper of the Year competition is Marek Liška with the 

ProSpolužáky.cz project. Lucie Částková is the businesswoman of the year under 35

02/ 03/2019 THE WINNER OF THE STARTUPPER OF THE YEAR COMPETITION IS MAREK LIŠKA 

WITH PROSPOLUŽÁKY.CZ

04/ 03/2019 The winner of the Startupper of the Year competition is Marek Liška with the 

Prospolužáky.cz project

05/ 03/2019 The Startupper of the Year is Marek Liška with the Prospolužáky.cz project

11/ 03/2019 He set up a publishing house for textbooks written by students. Now he has won an 

award

12/ 03/2019 The winning project of the Startupper of the Year competition – Prospolužáky.cz, 

succeeded in the European final

20/ 03/2019 Startupper of the Year Liška: Education is based on memorizing, but mathematics 

cannot be learn by heart

27/ 03/2019 How to make unpopular science easy for pupils? Marek Liška scores with the original 

textbook

07/ 06/2019 A maths textbook made for students by students

09/ 06/2019 Maturita exam from maths without stress? Prospolužky.cz textbook is written by 

students themselves

11/ 05/2020 Hradec students published successful textbooks. They want to help with the 

preparation of Maturita graduates

24/ 08/2020 That children lack financial literacy and learn it only through experience bothers a 

young author of textbooks

13/ 10/2020 Půlhodinovka: Marek Liška: We are going to change the school system, but it will 

take some time yet.

11/ 11/2020 Learn in a different way, learn online... with Prospolužáky.cz – Press Release

25/ 11/2020 Evropa 2 advertising spot: ProSpolužáky.cz

01/ 12/2020 ProSpolužáky.cz way up. An online platform just in time



Events



5 November 2016

We presented the project in front 

of more than 150 people at a well-

known presentation event, which 

was held in České Budějovice.
https://youtu.be/g_YeUxbfS60

12 December 2018

We also accepted the invitation to the 

FuckUp Nights event, which focuses on 

the failures that occur during the 

development of projects.

19 June 2019

On the occasion of a special event 

called Welcome to Life 4.0, we presented 

our vision of how people should be 

educated in the future.
https://youtu.be/TBKUKhXzbbo



Awards



Recognition of the 
Governor

H O M E  R E G I O N  O F  H R A D E C  K R Á L O V É

In 2014, our idea was awarded with a commemorative 

plaque by the Governor of the Hradec Králové region.

http://www.kr-kralovehradecky.cz/cz/kraj-volene-organy/tiskove-centrum/aktuality1/den-
kraje:-oceneni-za-statecnost-i-za-rozvoj-a-reprezentaci-kraje-69787/

In 2017, we received a medal from the mayor of Hradec 

Králové for popularising secondary school mathematics 

with a completely unique approach, and we became the 

youngest holders of this award.

H O M E  T O W N  O F  H R A D E C  K R Á L O V É

City medal

https://www.hradeckralove.org/assets/File.ashx?id_org=4687&id_dokumenty=65900



5th place 
in the national round

The first public presentation of the beta 

version of the textbook at the secondary 

school work competition, which was 

attended by 132 students 

in 2013.

1st place in the region 
in the student category

In 2014, we won a competition for 

fledgeling entrepreneurs 

organised by T-Mobile.

1st place

In 2018, we participated in the Mashup 

networking event, which consists of 

presenting interesting projects in just 

200 seconds.
https://slideslive.com/38906294



SDGs
2018

In June 2018, we were selected from more than 150

projects among the TOP 5 that meet the goals of

sustainable development of the UN in the Czech

Republic. Our project met the goal of better education

free of discrimination for everyone.

F I N A L I S T  O F  T H E



youtu.be/qEelifYvwjw

Startupper of the year 
by Total Challenge 2019

In March 2019, we participated in an international competition for 

startups where we placed in the TOP 6 out of more than 13,000 

projects from around the world and at the same time were 

outright winners in all of Europe. The prize included an invitation 

to Paris for a week of mentoring and a presentation of our 

project to employees and management of Total.

N A T I O N A L  A N D  E U R O P E A N  W I N N E R



One Young World 
2019 London

In October 2019, Total invited us, as winners of the Startupper of 

the year competition, to London for a global forum for young 

leaders under 30 from around the world, with the aim of raising 

awareness of today’s problems and disseminating solutions 

across their countries.

H O N O R A R Y  I N V I T A T I O N

youtu.be/ymIinsMc664



Sponsors



Who has supported us in the past?

27 partners



Total amount of support

USD 193,254.4



What do we 
want to 
create?



Content
The most challenging will be the creation of content, which will 

consist of five subjects: Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology and 

Geography. We want to create these subjects in Czech and translate 

them into other three world languages, English, Spanish and 

Portuguese. Subsequently, we would like to extend the translations 

to Polish, French and German.

The content will be created in the same form as the previous 

textbooks, i.e. in an understandable form using the students’ own 

language. Tasks will be solved step by step with clear commentary 

on each step. We want the materials to be created by young people 

who understand the generation of current students.



Combinatorics, Probability and Statistics

Basic knowledge of mathematics, numerical fields

Algebra

Planimetry

Functions

Goniometry and Trigonometry

Stereometry

Sequences

Complex numbers

Analytical geometry on the plane and in space

Differential and integral calculus

Maths
For primary and secondary school

EN

ES + PT

CZ 07/2021 06/2023

07/2022 06/2023

07/2023 06/2024

FR + GER + PL 07/2024 06/2025



Observation, experiment and work safety

Mixtures

Particle composition of substances and 
chemical elements

Chemical reactions

Inorganic chemistry

Organic chemistry

General Chemistry

Biochemistry

Chemical calculations

Chemistry
For primary and secondary school

EN

ES + PT

CZ 11/2021 10/2023

09/2022 10/2023

11/2023 10/2024

FR + GE + PL 11/2024 10/2025



Introductory concepts

Mass point mechanics

Energy
Gravitational field

Theory of relativity

Quantum physics

Atomic and nuclear physics

Astrophysics

Hydromechanics

Electric field

Thermal physics

Vibration

Waves

Magnetic field

Electromagnetism

Optics

Physics
For primary and secondary school

EN

ES + PT

CZ 03/2022 02/2024

01/2023 02/2024

03/2024 02/2025

FR + GE + PL 03/2025 02/2026



General biology and genetics

Mushooms

Plants

Animals

Human

Viruses

Lifeless nature

Ecology

Practical knowledge of nature

Genetics

Bacteria

Algae

Biology
For primary and secondary school

EN

ES + PT

CZ 07/2022 06/2024

05/2023 06/2024

07/2024 06/2025

FR + GE + PL 07/2025 06/2026



Planet Earth

Globe and map

Natural image of the Earth

Geography of continents and oceans

Landscape and 
environment

Political geography of 
the world

Social and economic components of the landscape

Introduction to geography

People on Earth

Eurasia

Earth as an astronomical object

Non-European regions of the world

Geography
For primary and secondary school

EN

ES + PT

CZ 11/2022 10/2024

09/2023 10/2024

11/2024 10/2025

FR + GE + PL 11/2025 10/2026



Application
An integral component of development is the creation of a quality 

educational application, which consists of basic pillars and additional 

functions. We divide it into user and admin interfaces.

The basic pillars of the user interface are interactive tailor-made 

learning, practice and statistics. To ensure the constant motivation of 

students, gamification must be included so that they enjoy learning. In 

addition, the application must adapt its resolution to specific devices 

(so-called responsivity).

In the admin interface, we will mainly focus on the development of the 

editor, in which all content will be created (texts, translations, 

mathematical equations, interactive videos, interactive graphs, etc.), 

as well as on order management or online technical support.



Technologies

Presentation 
webs

BackendFrontend

We will mainly use the NuxtJS framework, which is based on the Vue.js JavaScript framework, for 

presentation websites. We will use Vue.js and React technology on the frontend of the application’s web 

interface, while we will write mobile applications in React Native.

We will build the backend on Python technology, which we will make great use of in the implementation of 

Machine Learning and artificial intelligence. The database will be created by a robust PostgreSQL 

database system.



Activity Tasks

Last time you 

stopped

User interface

Dashboard
The dashboard is the first page in the application with 

a summary of the main elements. In the “Where did 

you stop last time” widget, a student will be able to 

go straight to the last opened subject matter and 

continue studying. There will also be activity statistics 

and an overview of tasks on the dashboard.



Teaching theory

We divide the subject matter into individual 

blocks and explain it with the help of pictures, 

illustrations or coloured text. We try to structure

everything and visually describe the theory so 

that a student sees the most important or less 

important items at a glance.

We describe everything in an approachable

manner (in the students’ own language) without

definitions and show everything on specific

model situations.

User interface



Tailor-made

According to us, today’s education lacks a 

personalised style of teaching. We want to build 

the system so that it is tailored to each student

using modern technologies.

A student who does not catch up well at school 

will be able to practice more, whereas a fast 

student will be able to further expand his/her 

knowledge and improve more.

Everyone will learn at their own pace and with 

the methods that suit them best (for example, 

some learn better through pictures and videos, 

and some through practice and text).

User interface



Entrance test

The entrance test will appear when the system 

needs to find out the current state of knowledge 

of the user in order to adapt to him/her so that 

the learning is effective.

User interface



Interactive videos

Interactive videos are different from ordinary 

ones in that they hold a student’s attention. 

During the video, questions pop up and ask 

questions about the subject matter just 

explained.

User interface



Interactive graphs

On interactive graphs, a student can practice

questions in an interactive way. He/she can try

rules on a specific example and better

understand how given subject matter works.

User interface



Practising

Practising is a special section where a user can 

practice specific subject matter of his/her choice

or have it randomly generated by the system. 

He/she can also enter specific parameters such 

as a subject, topic, chapter or subchapter he/she 

wants to practice, a time interval and a level of 

difficulty. After starting, the system will 

automatically generate a test for him/her.

User interface



Statistics

We haven’t forgotten about statistics. It is very important 

for a student to know how much time he/she spends with 

learning and its individual elements. How much he/she 

calculated correctly, and how much he/she got wrong. 

Today, students lack that. They cannot look back and find 

out what needs to be worked on. We will use data to 

improve our application and teaching methods. We will 

also use them anonymously for raising public awareness 

so that we could change education and school systems 

around the world. We want to deliver data reports that no 

one else has.

User interface



Gamification

Gamification is one of our vision pillars. Fun. In 

today’s world, children constantly play games 

because they can have fun, earn rewards and 

awards, grow with their character and gain 

experience. We want to apply this in learning. To 

motivate students, to create lessons in a playful 

way, to draw them into a story. Every (not only) 

child likes to play.

User interface



Features for 
teachers

An essential component in the education 

process is, of course, a teacher, and we want 

him/her to become a guide in education. That is 

an assistant for a student when he/she gets lost 

in the application. At the same time, we are 

aware that the application (so far) cannot 

simulate humanity, and that is where our guide, 

a teacher, is here.

User interface



List of courses and 
ordering process

We want the selection of the right course to be 

as comfortable as possible for users and, above 

all, as fast as possible. To do this, we use not only 

experienced UX designers but also test the given 

functions directly with the target group.

User interface



Content editor

The creation of content for our application 

represents a substantial sum in our budget. In 

order to reduce this item as effectively as 

possible, we need to have the best possible way 

to upload content to our system. An editor for 

specially tailored content will help us with this, 

ensuring our system will be far ahead of any 

competition.

Admin interface



Interactive video 
editor

The major innovation, which has no equal on the 

European market, is interactive video. To create it 

effectively, we need to develop our own editor, 

who will save our team a huge amount of time 

and provide the user with a convenient way of 

learning that will keep his/her attention. 

Admin interface



Responsiveness

Our application must be responsive, which 

means that it works well for every user on all 

devices in all resolutions in different browsers.

User interface



Mobile and 
desktop 
application

It is very important for our growth to use the 

application from anywhere. We will create a 

mobile and desktop application. Everyone has a 

mobile phone full of applications. The first thing 

users do is search for a mobile application.

User interface



Product 
management

There will be product management in the admin 

interface so that we can easily adapt the 

courses to the given markets and create labels 

of what each course contains.

Admin interface



Order and user 
management

We need a comprehensive order and user 

management interface so that our customer 

support can easily serve and assist our users in 

any situation. For example, if they want to 

change an already selected subscription, can't 

sign in, don't understand something, or teachers 

don't know how to edit a billing address.

Admin interface



Online support 
and chatbot

Online support will initially be based on people, 

but over time most problems should be solved 

through a chatbot that will automatically offer 

advice to users in any situation. Likewise, the 

chatbot will help solve tasks and answer 

questions about learning.

Admin interface



Marketing



Primary school student
T A R G E T  G R O U P S

The youngest target group is primary school students, i.e. 

the age group 9-15.

A slightly older target group comprises secondary school 

students, who are mostly aged 15–19.

T A R G E T  G R O U P S

Secondary school student



Parent
T A R G E T  G R O U P S

We will create an account directly for parents so that 

they can better communicate with the school and have 

control over their children.

There are many tutoring centres and individuals around 

the world who help in their surroundings.

T A R G E T  G R O U P S

Tutor



Teacher
T A R G E T  G R O U P S

Teachers are one of the main pillars for us. 

Through them we reach a large number of 

students.

Furthermore, we have not forgotten principals, who, thanks to 

our system, will gain data and control over the method of 

teaching in their schools.

T A R G E T  G R O U P S

Principal



Ministry of Education
The last target group, which is the least understandable for us 

and so far difficult to cooperate with, is the Ministry of Education. 

In many countries, we will have to communicate with officials, 

but providing we improve education in individual countries, we 

will make the necessary efforts.

T A R G E T  G R O U P S



Time plan

Marketing channels 8/21 9/21 10/21 11/21 12/21 1/22 2/22 3/22 4/22 5/22 6/22 7/22 8/22 9/22 10/22 11/22 12/22 1/23 2/23 3/23 4/23 5/23 6/23 7/23

Social media ForClassmates CZ/SK
PPC Maths CZ/SK, Chemistry CZ, Entrance exams CZ

Emailing Ma+Ch
CZ/SK

PZ
Ma + 
CZL

Ma+Ch
CZ/SK

Ma+Ch
CZ/SK

FCO
Pilot

PZ
Ma + CZL Ma+Ch

CZ/SK



Time plan
Marketing channels 8/23 9/23 10/23 11/23 12/23 1/24 2/24 3/24 4/24 5/24 6/24 7/24

Social media ForClassmates CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US
PPC Ma, Ch, Phy CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US

Emailing

Ma+Ch
CZ/SK

PZ Ma + CZL
FCO CZ/EN-GB/EN-US

FCO CZ/GB/US

YouTube advertising PZ CZ, Ma, Ch & Phy CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

Influencers CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

Twitch CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

Prepaid cards CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

Online “board” game CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

Competitions CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

Advertising module for 
advertisers

CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

Affiliate for users CZ | EN-GB | EN-US

ForClassmates Foundation



Time plan

Marketing channels 8/24 9/24 10/24 11/24 12/24 1/25 2/25 3/25 4/25 5/25 6/25 7/25 8/25 9/25 10/25 11/25 12/25 1/26 2/26 3/26 4/26 5/26 6/26 7/26 8/26 9/26 10/26 11/26 12/26 1/27 2/27 3/27 4/27 5/27 6/27
Social media ForClassmates CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT ForClassmates CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

PPC Ma, Ch, Phy, Bi, Geog CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US & Ma, Ch, Phy ES | PT Ma, Ch, Phy, Bi, Geog CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT & Ma, Ch, Phy FR | GE | PL Ma, Ch, Phy, Bi, Geog CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

Emailing FCO CZ/EN-GB/EN-US/ES/PT FCO CZ/EN-GB/EN-US/ES/PT FCO CZ/EN-GB/EN-US/ES/PT

YouTube advertising Ma, Ch, Phy, Bi, Geog CZ | EN-GB | EN-US & Ma, Ch, Phy ES | PT Ma, Ch, Phy, Bi, Geog CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT & Ma, Ch, Phy FR | GE | PL Ma, Ch, Phy, Bi, Geog CZ/SK | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT & Ma, Ch, Phy FR | GE | PL

Influencers CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

Twitch CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

Prepaid cards CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

Online “board” game CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

Competitions CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

Advertising module for 
advertisers

CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

Affiliate for users CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL CZ | EN-GB | EN-US | ES | PT | FR | GE | PL

ForClassmates Foundation
Support of education for socially disadvantaged children, single mothers, support of sports for children and youth, creation of international competitions, 

prevention of crime (and bullying in general, etc.), cooperation with companies (excursions, internships, HR recruitment), career counselling, organising events for children from 9 years, tutoring, CSR



Business



Call centre
B U S I N E S S  S T R A T E G Y

As a teacher’s decision-making process is more 

demanding than that of a student’s, it is necessary to 

devote more attention to it in the form of a specialised 

call centre, with which we have more than 5 years of 

experience. The support of schools and teachers is very 

important to us, both in terms of sales, where one teacher 

represents an average of 60 purchased licences, and in 

terms of marketing, where we gain expertise and 

confidence in our project with the public. 



Market size

5 490

25 020

114 225 117 050

141 260

38 335

17 212

52 702

Česká republika Velká Británie USA Mexiko Brazílie Polsko Německo Francie

Počet základních a středních škol

Source: 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=RENRLAGE#



Time plan

Call Centres/Customer Care 8/21 9/21 10/21 11/21 12/21 1/22 2/22 3/22 4/22 5/22 6/22 7/22 8/22 9/22 10/22 11/22 12/22 1/23 2/23 3/23 4/23 5/23 6/23

Printed textbooks CZ
Maths & 

Chemistry
Maths & chemistry

Maths & 
Chemistry

Maths & chemistry

Printed textbooks SK Maths Maths Maths Maths

Entrance exams CZ Maths & Czech Maths & Czech

Online learning CZ Pilot schools



Time plan

Call Centres/Customer Care 7/23 8/23 9/23 10/23 11/23 12/23 1/24 2/24 3/24 4/24 5/24 6/24 7/24 8/24 9/24 10/24 11/24 12/24 1/25 2/25 3/25 4/25 5/25 6/25

Printed textbooks CZ
Maths & 

Chemistry

Printed textbooks SK Maths

Entrance exams CZ Maths & Czech Maths & Czech

Online learning CZ Maths, Chemistry & Physics Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning UK Maths, Chemistry & Physics Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning US Maths, Chemistry & Physics Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning South America Maths, Chemistry & Physics

Online learning Brazil Maths, Chemistry & Physics



Time plan

Call Centres/Customer Care 7/25 8/25 9/25 10/25 11/25 12/25 1/26 2/26 3/26 4/26 5/26 6/26 7/26 8/26 9/26 10/26 11/26 12/26 1/27 2/27 3/27 4/27 5/27 6/27

Entrance exams CZ Maths & Czech Maths & Czech

Online learning CZ Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning UK Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning US Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning South America Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning Brazil Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning France Maths, Chemistry & Physics Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning Germany Maths, Chemistry & Physics Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography

Online learning Poland Maths, Chemistry & Physics Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology & Geography



Market size

Source: 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=RENRLAGE#

1 056 088

7 577 148

42 837 121

4 855 389
7 074 288

19 951 837

2 485 212
421 055

28 864 004

3 875 058

7 894 837 8 592 687

Czech
Republic

United
Kingdom

USA Spain Colombia Mexico Chile Costa Rica Brazil Poland Germany France

Number of pupils aged 9 to 19



Number of students
M A R K E T  P O T E N T I A L

The graph shows the size of the market with regard to 

language versions of our content in online learning. The 

assumption is that from 2025 we will have almost all 

content translated into 6 foreign languages (English, 

Spanish, Portuguese, French, German and Polish).

109 845 698

130 208 280

2024 2025

Source: 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=RENRLAGE#



Strategy











Company
structure



Chief financial officer

CHAIRMAN OF THE 
SUPERVISORY BOARD

Chief visionary officer

CEO

Chief operative officer

BOARD

Visionary team Chief business officer Chief marketing officer Chief sales officer Chief information officer Chief development officer

Information 
assistant

Company 
management



Administration
Chief business officer

Chief human resources 
officer

Chief accounting officer

Back-office 
administrator

Cleaner

Office manager

Human resources 
managers

Payroll accountant

Assistant 
accountant

Tax advisor



Marketing

Chief marketing officer

PPC specialists

Content specialists

PR specialists

Creative specialists

Data analysts



Business

Chief sales officer

Country call centre 
supervisor

Call center 
operators

Customer service 
specialist

Sales inside 
manager

A special team will be created for each country.



Development
Chief development officer

Chief graphic & design 
officer

Chief data officerChief technology officer
Chief content 

development officer

UX/UI designers

Image & illustration 
creators

Gamification 
designers

Frontend team 
leader

Backend team 
leader

Test analysts

Data analysts

Testers

Frontend 
developers

Backend 
developers

Math product 
manager

Chemistry product 
manager

Physics product 
manager

Biology product 
manager

Geography product 
manager

CZ Project manager

Authors

Author s assistant

Part-time workers

Proofreaders

Image & illustration 
creators

Interactive video 
creators

Interactive graph 
designers

Translation project 
managers

Translation agency

Proofreaders



The following 4 slides show which countries we will target according to the development 

phase. The individual phases are not sequential in time, rather they overlap.

Expansion abroad

Phase 1: mathematics, chemistry and physics are created in Czech 
and gradually translated into British and American English

Phase 2: biology and geography are created in Czech and 
gradually translated into British and American English

Phase 3: all subjects are translated into Spanish and Portuguese

Phase 4: all subjects are translated into French, German and Polish



Phase 1

ALASKA 
(USA)

CANADA

MEXICO

USA

SLOVENIA

IRELAND
DENMARK

CZECH 
REPUBLIC

CROATIA

LICHTENSTEIN

AUSTRIA

SPAIN

NETHERLANDS

ITALY

GERMANY

FRANCE

GREAT 
BRITAIN

SWITZERLAND

BELGIUM

LUXEMBOURG

PORTUGAL



Phase 2

ALASKA 
(USA)

CANADA

MEXICO

USA

SLOVENIA

IRELAND
DENMARK
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CROATIA
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SPAIN

NETHERLANDS

ITALY

GERMANY

FRANCE
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PORTUGAL



Phase 3
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Phase 4
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Investment



                                                       

                                                      

Investment rounds



What is the expected 
appreciation?

The model calculation assumes proper fulfilment of the Whitepaper of ForClassmates s.r.o. The model calculation 

does not guarantee reaching the selected appreciation from the deposit. The expected appreciation will be paid out 

in a 7-year horizon.

I want to invest



1st investment round Completed



2nd investment round Completed



3rd investment round Ongoing



4th investment round



5th investment round



6th investment round



Financial plan



BudgetUSD 38.1M

Investments
13 %

Back-office
15 %

Marketing
19 %

Business
11 %

Development
41 %

Reserve Fund
1 %

Cost allocation 2021-2025



Budget 2021-2027

Investments
8,7%

Back-office
14,6%

Marketing
27,0%

Business
15,9%

Development
36,4%

Reserve Fund
-2,5%

Cost allocation 2021-2027



Expected 
number of users

S E T  G O A L S

In the graph on the right, you can see what increase in 

users we expect, whether paying or those who have a free 

version of our application. In 2026 to 2028, the growth 

should be the greatest, as we enter more countries 

through translations and will have created all 5 subjects.

The number of users can be even higher because we 

target all social classes, from the more socially 

disadvantaged to the richer. All they need is a 

smartphone and internet access. 

90 625
622 771

1 445 834

3 508 788

6 217 251

10 863 193

12 240 631

13 606 765

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030



347 

2 021 

4 145 

7 629 

11 047 

13 952 

16 421 

18 520 

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Expected 
number of teachers

S E T  G O A L S

A teacher is important to us, through him/her we reach a 

large number of students at once. Initially, we will address 

teachers and schools for testing to tailor the application to 

school use. When our call centre expands in 2026 we will be

able to communicate with more teachers, and at the same 

time we will have a customised system for them.



Expected revenue
M A R K E T  P O T E N T I A L

Revenue will come not only from the subscription, but 

especially from advertising for users who use the free 

version. For now, the price for an annual subscription is 

only USD 71, incl. VAT. We will further adjust the price to 

individual markets and, of course, to demand.

$ 1 066 978
$ 6 227 662

$ 13 970 774

$ 32 548 112

$ 56 383 103

$ 95 502 417

$ 108 741 687

$ 121 615 031

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030



Revenue overview

All amounts are exclusive of VAT.

Market size - we draw market size from the OECD international database for the countries in which we operate in a given year (see Strategy).

Market coverage - this is a percentage of the total market size and is calculated from the sum of paying and non-paying users.

Users - free version (advertising) - ad turnover is calculated with a cost per ad impression of 0.1 CZK, we have based this on the Google 

Adsense calculator (https://www.google.com/adsense/start). Ad turnover is based on the total annual ad impressions.

Printed products - this is a re-sale of textbooks and workbooks in the Czech and Slovak Republics that we have in stock.

Products 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Market size - number of students 109 845 698          130 208 280          130 208 280          130 208 280          130 208 280             130 208 280             130 208 280             

Market coverage 0,57% 1,11% 2,69% 4,77% 8,34% 9,40% 10,45%

Schools 674                          1 211                       1 942                       2 563                       3 091                         3 540                         3 921                         

Teachers 2 021                       4 145                       7 629                       11 047                     13 952                       16 421                       18 520                       

Users - school licences 73 542                     143 751                  253 581                  357 878                  446 531                     521 886                     585 937                     

Users - individual licences 49 431                     117 187                  292 969                  527 344                  937 500                     1 054 687                 1 171 875                 

Users - free version (advertising) 499 798                  1 184 895               2 962 238               5 332 029               9 479 163                 10 664 058               11 848 953               

Users - school licences 2 853 119$             3 287 496$             5 260 062$             5 770 927$             5 792 822$                5 793 760$                5 793 800$                

Users - individual licences 2 898 526$             6 871 677$             17 179 192$           30 922 545$           54 973 413$             61 845 090$             68 716 766$             

Users - free version (advertising) 428 398$                 1 354 166$             5 078 123$             10 664 058$           21 666 658$             24 374 990$             27 083 322$             

Printed products 47 619$                   11 905$                   11 905$                   -$                         -$                            -$                            -$                            

Total 6 227 662$             11 525 243$           27 529 281$           47 357 530$           82 432 892$             92 013 840$             101 593 889$           

Numbers of our users

Turnover

Total



Overview of the financial plan

Profit after tax - income tax is 19% if Income is higher than Expenses (not calculated using previous accounting loss).

Reserve fund balance - from 2022 to 2024 it is calculated as 15% of Expenses and from 2025 it is 10% of Profit.

Bank account balance - the fund balance is calculated as the sum of Commitments (Investments) and Profit less the change in the Reserve Fund.

Liabilities (Investments) - our liabilities will increase over the next 4 years, primarily because we will continue to invest in products and expansion. Most 

of the funding goes into intangibles (or inventory - books). The plan is to have liabilities of up to USD 22.4 million, which will then gradually be reduced by 

our revenues. The reason, why the amount of investment is USD 38.1 million (and not only USD 22.4 million), is that our budget is set as pessimistic, i.e. it 

assumes the most costly form and at the same time it is ready to cover possible cash flow problems. Moreover, ForClassmates Finance always invests 

60% in ForClassmates, i.e. 40% remains in ForClassmates Finance and covers the investments of the silent partners.

Balance Sheet of the year - describes the financial health of the year. It is calculated as all Income minus Expenses and minus the change in the 

Reserve Fund.

Total Balance Sheet - includes the balance of the year and the previous year.

Years 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Expenditure 2 365 436$          4 464 603$           8 392 171$           10 033 294$           11 350 493$           11 097 596$           11 661 054$           11 661 054$           

Revenue -$                      171 114$              1 066 978$           6 227 662$             13 970 774$           32 548 112$           56 383 103$           95 502 417$           

Profit after tax -2 825 209 $         -4 936 328 $         -8 246 466 $         -4 874 821 $           1 892 580$             17 374 918$           36 224 860$           67 911 504$           

Reserve fund balance -$                      669 690$              1 258 826$           1 504 994$             1 694 252$             3 431 744$             7 054 230$             13 845 380$           

Bank account balance 31 933$                140 201$              352 219$              469 324$                267 884$                1 619 596$             27 555 303$           88 675 656$           

Liabilities (investments) 2 857 143$          8 571 429$           17 619 048$         22 857 143$           20 952 381$           6 666 667$             -$                         -$                         

Balance of the year -2 825 209 $         -5 606 019 $         -8 835 601 $         -5 120 990 $           1 703 322$             15 637 426$           32 602 374$           61 120 354$           

Balance sheet total -2 825 209 $         -8 431 228 $         -17 266 829 $       -22 387 819 $         -20 684 497 $         -5 047 071 $           27 555 303$           88 675 656$           



Valuation



Company 
valuation

In the following slides we will explain to you how 

we determined the target valuation of the 

company. What formula and procedures we 

applied and what specific indicators we 

implemented.



TEAM3

COMMUNITY 
+ DATA2

INTANGIBLE
ASSETS1

EBITDA4

5 FINANCIAL 
INDICATORS

Valuation calculation



Intangible assets include the created content, programmed application and brand of 

the company. We will develop all 3 areas every year and their value will continue to 

grow over time.

Intangible assets 

USD 28M



Community and data

USD 48.8M

A large part of a company’s valuation is made up of the community and data. We divide the community 

into 3 pillars: users with free access, users with a premium version and teachers. At the same time, we 

prize data that is of immense value. It is difficult to find specific data on education on the market, what 

students like to learn, what methods work, how well students are doing geographically and in what 

subjects students succeed with a specific breakdown into individual topics.



Team

USD 31.4M

One of the most important influences on the company’s prosperity is a high-quality and loyal team. It will be 

motivated not only by participating in a change to the education system in more than 10 countries around 

the world but also by contributing to the value of the company by being our silent partner. For the team, we 

use a coefficient which, in our opinion, has influences the entire valuation of the company, namely at a value 

of 5%. In the lower right corner, we indicate the amount that corresponds to this value.



EBITDA

USD 44M

EBITDA is one of the basic indicators that shows the financial performance of the 

company. It is an indicator of gross profit since interest, taxes and depreciation are 

not included.



Financial indicators

USD 102M

The financial indicators include the current balance on the bank account of the 

company and the reserve fund in 2028.



Valuation formula

IA – Intangible assets
CD – community and data
FI – financial indicators
Em – EBITDA multiplier
Cm – competition multiplier
T – team

(IA + CD + FI + (EBITDA * Em)) * Cm * T

(28 + 48.8 + 102 + (44 * 5)) * 1.5 * 1.05

Valuation ≐ USD 628M

We created a formula that includes not only the classic EBITDA approach, but also 

other parts of the whole puzzle. We have two multipliers in the formula. One is the 

EBITDA multiplier and the other is the competition multiplier. In the lower left corner, 

there is a legend of abbreviations.

The EBITDA multiplier is set to 4–12 by default.

We set the range of 1–2 to the competition multiplier.



Company 
valuation

Our goal is to achieve a valuation of the 

company of USD 628M, which should be an 

additional 10-fold appreciation of the 

investment for a silent partner.

USD 628M



USD 2.4B

Comparison with 
similar projects

When calculating the valuation of the company, it was important for us to compare with 

similar projects that operate in online education. Do you know, for example, the valuation of the 

language educational application Duolingo, the teaching tools of the Quizlet application or the 

Udemy course market?

duolingo.com quizlet.com udemy.com

Source:  www.cbins ights.com/research -unicorn-companies

USD 1B USD 3.2B



Silent partner



Property structure

ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.

ForClassmates s.r.o.

33 %

Marek Liška Lukáš KrálRadek Lekeš

26 % 26 % 15 %

Marek Liška Lukáš KrálRadek Lekeš

34 % 33 % 33 %



Profit share structure of 
ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.

ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.

Marek Liška Lukáš KrálRadek Lekeš

0,34 % 0,33 % 0,33 %

TÝM Tichý společník

9 % 90 %



Details of
a silent partner

“A silent partner may be a natural or legal person, business entity or non-
business entity that, with its deposit, participates in the business of another 
person. In many developed countries of the world, silent partnership is a 
common form of participation in the business of others. Within the laws of the 
Czech Republic, a silent partnership was first regulated by the Commercial 
Code (after 1989); however, since 1 January 2014, its legal regulation has been 
included in the Civil Code. Through a Silent Partnership Contract, in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 2747 of Act No. 89/2012 Coll., The 
Civil Code, as amended, a silent partner undertakes to make a deposit by 
means of which it will participate in the results of the Company’s business for 
the entire duration of the Contract, and the company undertakes to pay the 
silent partner a dividend.”

Arrows Law Office

1) What does a silent partner mean in the law? Is it legal?



Through our private platform, the Silent Partner has the right to inspect all 
published business documents and accounting records of ForClassmates 
Finance s.r.o. and ForClassmates s.r.o.

It also has the right to receive, through the private platform, copies of each 
financial statement, each income tax return, including appendices thereto, as 
well as each auditor’s report on the audit of financial statements of 
ForClassmates Finance s.r.o., which will be prepared at the time or during the 
silent partnership.

The Silent Partner is entitled to dividends from the distributed profit in the 
amount it has purchased for its investment as at the date of preparation of 
the Financial Statements, as well as of any other profit to be paid out based on 
the decision of the General Meeting of ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.

The silent partner’s obligation, in addition to proper payment of the deposit 
and confidentiality, is also a tax liability on any income from dividends, which is 
not paid by ForClassmates Finance s.r.o., nor is it charged to the silent partner 
or paid for the silent partner.

2) What are the rights and obligations of a silent partner?



Dividends from ForClassmates Finance s.r.o. and dividends from the eventual sale 
of the subsidiary of ForClassmates s.r.o., which can achieve a higher appreciation, 
for example, than in the case of bonds, is a fixed percentage annual return.

3) What are the advantages of a silent partner over other 
types of investing in companies?

No entry or ongoing fees, you invest directly in the project without an 
intermediary.

Possibility to view issued documents concerning the company’s management 
through the private platform of ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.

It is possible to enter the project right from the beginning of the idea, and thus 
get a much higher appreciation.



By registering through our private investor platform app.forclassmates.io. A 
silent partner can be an independent person or a business entity that 
successfully passes the verification process, invests the required funds in 
ForClassmates Finance s.r.o. and will be approved at the General Meeting of 
ForClassmates Finance.

4) How can I become a silent partner?

Although we are not an obligor within the meaning of the provisions of Section 
2 of Act No. 253/2008 Coll., on Certain Measures against the Legalisation of 
Proceeds from Crime and Terrorist Financing, as amended (hereinafter the 
“AML Act”), i.e. we are not subject to client identification and control obligations 
under the AML Act; however, to protect our company in which you wish to 
invest, we identify each silent partner using at least one proof of identity and 
basic verification (PEP, international sanctions, negative mentions in the media, 
etc.). This operation is provided for us by the getid.ee application based in the 
European Union, so you do not have to worry about your personal data, as 
GetID Ltd is subject to strict European legislation, including GDPR.

5) How does the verification process work (KYC, AML, 
etc.)?



Everything is free of charge. You invest directly in the project without 
intermediaries. The fee can only arise within the transaction itself, which can 
be charged by your bank or payment gateway.

6) Are there any fees associated with the silent partnership 
contribution?

The right to the payment of profit arises when it is approved by the General 
Meeting of ForClassmates Finance s.r.o. and the subsequent amount of the 
dividends corresponds to the purchased share of the distributed profit.

7) When and under what conditions is a silent partner 
entitled to dividends from the distributed profit?



The Silent Partnership Contract is for the period of 7 years, when the 
development phase is expected to be completed and the growth of 
ForClassmates s.r.o. will be at the global level.

8) For how long is the Silent Partnership Contract?



SWOT analysis



Modern stylisation
Digital content with nice design 
and illustrations without 
unnecessary text.

We explain in an 
approachable language
We write all the content in an 
approachable language for the 
current generation. Authors must 
be close to the target group.

Entertaining form
We constantly involve a student 
in learning with the help of 
gamification (play).

Interactivity
Students can try connections 
using interactive graphs or 
videos that will not bore them.

Available everywhere
The application will be available 
on all devices (desktop and 
mobile).

Proven content
Our style of creation has been 
proven by the creation of printed 
textbooks that have received positive 
feedback directly from students.

Strengths



Weaknesses
Expertise
The need to have quality 
employees who will guarantee 
expertise.

New team
Time-consuming in training and 
gaining experience in development in 
our style.



Opportunities
Little direct competition
There is no competition for 
similar system size, complexity 
and range of features.

Coronavirus
Coronavirus has spread awareness of 
online learning, and many people are 
beginning to see the benefits in it.

Student motivation
Many students want to get into 
their dream school and have a 
quality education.

Bad test results
The need to pass final exams.

Continuity of study
As soon as we get a student in primary 
school, he/she can grow up with us 
until the end of secondary school (a 
total of 10 years).



System malfunction
Slow, complex and unreliable 
system on all devices.

Threats
Deadlines
Failure to create content and 
application development by 
deadline.

SW illiteracy
Customers cannot use and 
control online applications.

Premature rejection
Users have no experience with 
online learning.

No printed version
Until now, a user has been used 
to using printed products.

Reluctance to pay
A customer does not know or 
understand the added value of the 
system.

Translation and localisation
Difficulty of translation and 
localisation due to customisation of 
the system.



Summary of SWOT analysis
Strengths Weaknesses
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1. Modern stylisation

2. We explain in an approachable 

language

3. Entertaining form

4. Interactivity

5. Available everywhere

6. Proven content

1. Expertise

2. New team

Opportunities Threats
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1. Little direct competition

2. Coronavirus

3. Student motivation

4. Bad test results

5. Continuity of study

1. System malfunction

2. Deadlines

3. SW illiteracy

4. Premature rejection

5. No printed version of the textbook

6. Reluctance to pay

7. Translation and localisation



Cryptocurrencies



We will want to issue 
our own crypto tokens
The world is changing every day. The only thing left 

behind in most places is education. Education is the basis 

of everything, but at the same time its quality is far 

behind.

Crypto tokens BEP-20 are one of the other technologies 

we want to use, specifically in gamification. We will also 

use SmartContract for transparency and immutability of 

data.

We will inform you about further details.



Contacts



info@forclassmates.io

+420 777 725 099
+420 723 276 129

ForClassmates Finance s.r.o.
Evropská 516/10
160 00 Prague 6
Czech Republic
Company Reg. No.: 10852531

Do you have any questions? Have you already 

decided and want to become a silent partner? Or 

were you so interested in our visions and plans that 

you want to be there and work for us?

Contacts
D O  N O T  H E S I T A T E  T O  C O N T A C T  U S

I want to invest



Thank you!
We are looking forward to a common path of 

modernising education.

Illustrations by Freepik Storyset


